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This paper1 introduces a simple fault-tolerant tick generation algorithm based on Srikanth & Toueg’s consistent
broadcast primitive that can be directly implemented in
VLSI using asynchronous digital logic. The need for adaption originates from two peculiarities of hardware implementations: (i) Fine-grained parallel asynchronous computations, which undermines the concept of atomic steps
common to all distributed computing models, and (ii) very
limited resources, which makes even apparently simple operations prohibitively costly. We prove that the resulting
algorithm is correct, and give analytic expressions for performance metrics like worst case precision and accuracy.
Moreover, we outline the major building blocks of our synthesizable VHDL implementation and provide some measurement results from our FPGA prototype. Our results
hence provide the required basis for investigating robust
alternatives to synchronous clocking in VLSI Systems-onChip and similar applications.

1

Motivation

Shrinking feature sizes and increasing clock speeds are
the most visible signs of the tremendous advances in VLSI
design, which will accommodate billions of transistors on
a single chip in the near future [12]. This comes at the
price of increased system-level complexity, however: With
today’s deep submicron technology with GHz clock speeds,
wiring delays dominate transistor switching delays, and signals cannot traverse the whole die within a single clock cycle any more. Moreover, the reduced voltage swing needed
for high clock speeds and low power consumption dramatically increases the adverse effects of single event upsets
like α-particle or neutron hits. The resulting increase of
the transient failure rate (soft-error rate) [17] and crosstalk
sensitivity [23] has raised concerns about the dependabil1 Supported by the Austrian bm:vit FIT-IT project DARTS (proj. no.
809456-SCK/SAI) and the Austrian FWF project Theta (proj. no. P17757).

ity of future generation VLSI chips [5]. In fact, a modern VLSI chip can no longer be viewed as a monolithic
block of synchronous hardware, where all state transitions
occur simultaneously. Rather, VLSI chips are nowadays
considered as systems of interacting subsystems — the advent of Systems-on-Chip (SoC). Due to the problems listed
above, however, SoCs have much in common with the
loosely-coupled distributed systems that have been studied
by the fault-tolerant distributed algorithms community for
decades. This paper explores whether it is possible to utilize
some of this research for SoCs and similar VLSI devices.
More specifically, in the context of our DARTS-Project
(ti.tuwien.ac.at/darts), which is a joint project between Vienna University of Technology and Austrian Aerospace, we
will explore an alternative approach (patented in [26]) to
synchronous clocking in VLSI chips and PCB-level system
designs. As shown in Fig. 1, the idea is to replace the external quartz oscillator and the clock tree, which supplies
the clock signal to the different functional units (Fui ) on
a traditional chip, using a GALS-like approach [4]: Every
functional unit has attached a dedicated fault-tolerant tick
generation block (TS-Alg), which generates the Fu’s local
clock signal. In contrast to GALS, however, our approach
ensures that the local clock signals of different Fu’s are
closely synchronized to each other. To accomplish this, all
TS-Alg blocks communicate with each other over a simple
“network” of clock signals (TS-Net). This alternative clockFu1
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Figure 1. Replacing synchronous clocking by
fault-tolerant distributed tick generation.
ing approach has a number of advantages, which makes
it particularly promising for certain application domains:
First of all, it does not need a quartz oscillator, which is
an expensive and sensitive device (shock, vibration, temperature etc.). The generated clock always runs at the maxi-

mum speed and adapts to the current operating conditions2 .
Moreover, the approach tolerates transient failures in TSAlgs and TS-Net and avoids the cumbersome clock tree engineering issue [2,9]. And last but not least, as different Fus
are driven by slightly different clock signals, our approach
alleviates EM radiation and ground bouncing problems [19]
that typically plague devices using synchronous clocking.
Contributions: This paper shows that it is indeed possible
to adapt fault-tolerant distributed algorithms to the particular needs of VLSI implementations. More specifically:
(i) We adapt the simple variant of Srikanth & Toueg’s
[27] consistent broadcasting introduced in [29] to the peculiarities of VLSI hardware implementations, namely, inherent fine-grained parallelism and very limited resources. Our
major modifications are the enforcement of some atomic
actions (interlocking) via implicit handshaking, and the replacement of k-bit messages by anonymous rising or falling
signal transitions (zero-bit messages).
(ii) We provide a fault-tolerant distributed tick generation algorithm (TS-Alg), which tolerates up to f Byzantine
faulty instances in a system containing n ≥ 3f + 2 TSAlgs. Examples of Byzantine failures are spurious clock
transitions or early timing failures that are perceived inconsistently at different TS-Algs.
(iii) We prove that the resulting algorithm is correct, and
derive bounds for its performance metrics like worst case
precision and minimal/maximal clock frequency. Since our
“system-level proof” rests upon some simple properties of
certain digital logic blocks only, which can be easily verified by means of standard design tools, we can guarantee
the correctness of any system of n ≥ 3f + 2 correctly implemented TS-Algs.
(iv) We provide some details of our synthesizable VHDL
implementation of the algorithm, and demonstrate the feasibility of our approach by means of some measurement results obtained from an FPGA prototype system. These results will hence allow us to implement our DARTS clock
generation scheme in a prototype SoC ASIC.
Related work: Asynchronous distributed systems theory
has been applied to VLSI chips for decades [7]: Research
on transition signaling [3], delay-insensitivity [18], micropipelines [28], etc. has in fact established a sound basis
for dealing with self-timed systems [10]. However, those
approaches cannot deal with failures.
Given the importance of dependability issues, there is a
huge body of research work devoted to fault-tolerance in
VLSI. However, the proposed techniques are very different from the “system-level approach” employed in fault2 Several important questions must still be answered in our DARTSProject, however: E.g., it is not clear yet how area and power consumption
of some reasonable number of TS-Algs relate to area and power consumption of a clock tree. Those problems, which primarily requires comparison
of suitable ASIC implementations, are outside the scope of this paper.

tolerant distributed algorithms: Fine-grained fault tolerance, e.g. at gate level, and error detection and recovery
are the methods of choice in VLSI chips [22]. This research
is hence not relevant w.r.t. our approach.
There is also a sizeable body of work devoted to hardware implementations of fault-tolerant algorithms. Wellknown examples are MAFT [13], SAFEBUS [11] and TTP
[14]. However, in sharp contrast to our problem, these systems incorporate hardware assistance only. The major part
of the algorithms is still implemented in conventional software and executed on general-purpose processors. Consequently, there was no need to minimize the gate-level resource consumption implied by these algorithms. Somewhat an exception is the paper [1], which shows that consensus can be solved with 1-bit messages. None of the
above systems had to deal with fine-grain parallelism inherent in VLSI implementations, though.
There is also some related work on alternative clocking schemes in VLSI. Since we do not consider external
clock sources in our approach, we can ignore the sizeable
body of work on hardware-assisted fault-tolerant clock synchronization (see [25] for an overview) here. The few approaches for distributed clock generation without external
clock sources we are aware of are essentially based on a
(distributed) ring oscillator, which is formed by gates arranged in a positive feedback loop. Instead of being dictated by a quartz, the frequency of the generated clock signal is determined by the end-to-end delay of the feedback
loop. In [20], a regular structure of closed loops of an odd
number of inverters is used for distributed clock generation. Similarly, [8] employs local tick generation cells, arranged in a two-dimensional grid. Since clock synchronization theory [6] reveals that high connectivity is required for
bounded synchronization tightness in presence of failures,
however, the sparsely connected designs proposed in [8,20]
are not fault-tolerant.
Organization of the paper: In Section 2, we informally
explain the original tick generation algorithm and the required modifications. Section 3 is devoted to the detailed
specification of our hardware tick generation algorithm and
its building blocks. In Section 4, the algorithm’s correctness proof and the performance analysis are provided. An
overview of our VHDL implementation and some experimental results are provided in Section 5. Some conclusions
in Section 6 complete the paper.

2

Informal Overview

The TS-Alg developed and analyzed in this paper derives
from a simple synchronizer algorithm introduced in [29].
The (core of this) algorithm, which is based on Srikanth &
Toueg’s well-known consistent broadcasting primitive [16,
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VAR k : integer := 0;
initially send tick(0 ) to all [once];
if received tick(`) from at least f + 1 distinct processes with ` ≥ k
send tick(k ), . . . , tick(`) to all [once]; k := `;
if received tick(k ) from at least 2f + 1 distinct processes
send tick(k + 1 ) to all [once]; k := k + 1;

Figure 2. Algorithm for generating approximately simultaneous messages [29].
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Figure 3. Basic architecture of a TS-Alg.
24, 27], is shown in Fig. 2. When executed in a system of
n = 3f + 1 processes (= TS-Alg instances) with at most
f of them being Byzantine faulty, it generates a sequence
of consecutive messages tick(k ), k ≥ 0, at every process.
The algorithm ensures that the difference of the points in
real-time when two correct processes p and q emit tick(k )
is bounded by a certain constant precision π, which can be
computed from the max. (τ + ) and min. (τ − ) of the end-toend transmission and computation delay of tick(.) messages.
The algorithm is started by sending tick(0 ) in line 2
and works as follows: If a correct process p receives f + 1
tick(`) messages (line 4), it can be sure that at least one
of those was sent by a correct process. Therefore, p can
safely catch up and send tick(k ), . . . , tick(`). If some process p receives 2f + 1 tick(k ) messages (line 6), one can
be sure that at least f + 1 of those will be received by every
other correct process (which then executes line 4) within
ε = τ + − τ − . Hence, all other correct processes q 6= p receive 2f + 1 tick(k ) messages within another τ + . It follows
that if p emits tick(k ) at time t, every other correct q emits
tick(k ) no later than t + ε + τ + . This eventually guarantees a bound π on the synchronization precision, as claimed
above. Note that the algorithm automatically adapts to the
instantaneous timing characteristics of all involved computations and message transmissions.
Since the algorithm in Fig. 2 looks very simple, it is
tempting to conclude that it should be easy to translate into
a hardware description language: The k-th generated clock
tick occurs when a process sends its tick(k ) message. It
turns out, however, that a number of challenging issues must
be solved to accomplish this:
How to implement the TS-Net efficiently? The algorithm
assumes a fully connected network, consisting of n2 links,
so anything beyond a single wire per link is considered un-

acceptable3 . Moreover, for implementation simplicity and
performance, the information transmitted via the TS-Net
must be kept to a minimum. Ideally, and almost mandatory,
the TS-Net should just feed the emitted clock ticks, i.e., signal transitions, of every TS-Alg to every other TS-Alg.
How to adapt the original algorithm for zero-bit messages? By just sending anonymous signal transitions, no
information except the occurrence time can be conveyed
over the TS-Net. Thus, the tick number k contained in a
message in the algorithm of Fig. 2 must be maintained at
every receiver, individually for every sender.
How to ensure atomicity of actions in a VLSI implementation? Any distributed computing model we are aware of
assumes atomic computing steps at the level of a single processor. This abstraction does not apply when an algorithm is
implemented directly in hardware, however, since all “computations” are done by several digital logic gates that run
concurrently. Explicit synchronization (serialization of actions/interlocking) must be introduced if two local computations must not interfere with each other.
Taking into account the above issues, we arrived at the
following basic architecture of a single TS-Alg shown in
Fig. 3. The major building blocks of a single TS-Alg are the
n−1 up/down counters, one for every of the n−1 other TSAlgs in the system. Each such device counts the difference
of (i) the number of clock ticks seen from the respective
peer, and (ii) the number of clock ticks generated locally so
far. It is supposed to provide two binary status signals, GR
and GEQ, which are true when the counter’s actual value
is > 0 and ≥ 0, respectively. In addition, we need ≥ f +
1 and ≥ 2f + 1 threshold circuits implementing the rules
in (line 4) and (line 6) in Fig. 2, respectively. Finally,
there is a device (shown as an OR-gate in Fig. 3), which
is responsible for generating the local clock ticks from the
outputs of the threshold gates.
Again, the above architecture is deceptively simple. The
major problem when trying to implement Fig. 3 in hardware is the lack of a common clock signal that could be
used for a synchronous logic design. Rather, a (quasi) delay
insensitive asynchronous implementation [10] must be devised. The major4 problem here is to distinguish GR, GEQ
signals that contributed to the previously generated tick k
from GR, GEQ signals contributing to the next (to be generated) tick k + 1. Our solution exploits the fact that the
transitions of a binary-valued signal must strictly alternate
between low-to-high and high-to-low: We just provide independent signals GR, GEQ and threshold circuits for generating odd (k ∈ Nodd := 2N + 1) and even clock ticks
(k ∈ Neven := 2N).
3 Actually, n broadcast links that provide every TS-Alg with the messages from all other TS-Algs are sufficient.
4 Lacking space does not allow us to discuss all the resulting problems.
See Appendix A.1 for an overview.

The Algorithm

It has been highlighted in the previous section that even
the simple algorithm presented in Fig. 2 makes use of design
elements that are not available or too costly at the hardware
design level. In addition, one has to account for the fact that
even the simplest (= sequential) control flow comes with
some delay since it actually involves sending a signal over a
wire, i.e., a zero-bit FIFO message channel. In this section,
we will provide the architectural design model of a TS-Alg
that meets those requirements.

3.1

Signals and Zero-bit Message Channels

All components of our TS-Algs, which are digital logic
blocks, deal with binary signals only. Given such a signal S
[or an arbitrary boolean predicate], with possible values ⊥
(= logical 0, false, inactive) and > (= logical 1, true, active),
we say that the event (= state transition) S− ↑ (t∗ ) resp.
S−↓ (t∗ ) occurs when S changes state from ⊥ to > resp.
from > to ⊥ at time t∗ . The status S(t) of S at time t ≥ t∗
is S(t) = ⊥ resp. S(t) = > iff the last event at or before t
was S−↓ (t∗ ) resp. S−↑ (t∗ ).
In our analysis, we will reason about events and status of
binary signals [and predicates]. In order not to clutter our
notation, we will employ the convention that, depending on
the context of usage, S(t) will denote either: (i) S’s status
S(t) ∈ {⊥, >}, where t denotes the observation time, or
(ii) the event S−↑ (t), where t denotes the time of the last
transition to the active state > (or reset time).
Note also that we will sometimes drop the time t from
events and status if it is clear from the context.
All components in our system are interconnected by signal wires, which are modeled as reliable FIFO channels
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More specifically, we generate an odd tick k + 1 ∈ Nodd
if the last tick generated was even (k ∈ Neven ) and either (a)
the same or a greater number of ticks have been seen from
≥ 2f + 1 TS-Algs (GEQe true), or (b) a greater number
of ticks have been seen from ≥ f + 1 TS-Algs (GRe true).
Note that (a) ensures that the even tick k has been seen from
≥ 2f + 1 TS-Algs, whereas (b) guarantees that the odd
tick k + 1 has been seen from ≥ f + 1 ones. Analogous
rules involving GEQo and GRo are applied for generating
the even tick k + 1 ∈ Neven .
o
The output of the threshold circuits (say T HGR
and
o
T HGEQ ) that generated the even tick k are ignored when
the next tick k + 1 to be generated is odd. This “gap” thus
allows GRo and GEQo (which were responsible for activato
o
ing T HGR
or T HGEQ
) for tick k to first become inactive
and then become active again for the tick k + 2. As revealed
by Lemma 4.5, this is sufficient to avoid mixing up old and
new instances of GRo and GEQo .
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Figure 4. TS-Alg architecture, including the
s
points of observation bp (t), rp,q (t) and rp,q
(t)
with finite delay that carry zero-bit messages. The semantics of a zero-bit message channel X is as follows: Let X s
be the channel’s input signal, which is controlled by a single sender component. It generates the events (= messages)
X s −↑ (t) and X s −↓ (t), where t denotes the sending time.
The associated input state X s (t) can be viewed as the information content of the last message sent into X. Channel
X’s output is fed to the receiver, which perceives the event
(= message) X r − ↑ (t0 ) resp. X r − ↓ (t0 ) for every sent
event X s −↑ (t) resp. X s −↓ (t) within finite time t0 ≥ t.
The receiving state X r (t) at time t can again be viewed as
the information content of the last received message. At
reset time t0 , the channel state X r (t0 ) is initialized to ⊥.
Obviously, a zero-bit message channel can only convey
messages with strictly alternating content. Nevertheless,
this type of communication is compatible with Lamport’s
happened-before relation [15]: For matching send and receive events, it holds that X s − ↑ (t) → X r − ↑ (t0 ) and
X s −↓ (t) → X r −↓ (t0 ). To simplify the notation when
using a channel X, we will employ the convention that
X−↑ (t) and X−↓ (t) abbreviate the send events X s −↑ (t)
and X s −↓ (t), respectively, whereas X(t) abbreviates the
state X r (t) at the receiving end.

3.2

TS-Alg Component and Architecture Specification

In this section we will specify the TS-Alg components’
behavior and determine their arrangement. The architecture
is depicted in Fig. 4. Note that a +/− counter in Fig. 3
comprises the first 3 components listed below.
Pairs of elastic pipes: Every TS-Alg/process p incorporates n − 1 pairs of elastic pipelines (= a shift register/FIFO
for signal transitions [28]), each of which corresponds to
a single remote TS-Alg/process q ∈ P \ {p}. Every pair
consists of a remote pipeline that can store up to S tick−↑/
tick− ↓ messages sent by q, and a local pipeline that can
hold up to S tick− ↑/ tick− ↓ messages sent by p locally.
The number S is an implementation parameter that has to
be chosen in accordance with Theorem 4.13.
For description and analysis purposes, we will need
s
some notation: rp,q (t) resp. rp,q
(t) denotes the number of

messages that arrived at the end of the remote resp. local
pipe at time t. Moreover, sp,q (t) denotes the number of tick
messages stored in the local pipeline by t. Note that those
quantities are not available to the algorithm. Rather, the als
gorithm uses only the binary status signals rp,q (t) ≥ rp,q
(t)
s
and rp,q (t) > rp,q (t) in conjunction with sp,q (t) = 1. Upon
reset, all pipelines are initialized to contain a single even
s
tick−↓ message. We assume that rp,q (t0,p ) = rp,q
(t0,p ) =
0 and sp,q (t0,p ) = 1 at reset time t0,p .
Diff-Gate: To avoid the need for infinite storage, each pair
of pipelines is equipped with a special circuit that removes
tick messages contained in both pipes. The behavior of a
s
Diff-Gate is as follows: If rp,q (t) ≥ rp,q
(t) ∧ sp,q (t) > 1,
−
+
0
there is some t ∈ t + [τDiff , τDiff ] such that sp,q (t0 ) =
sp,q (t0 −dt)−1, for some infinitesimally small dt > 0. Note
that we are not loosing information due to this removal of
“common” tick messages, since the algorithm is only interested in the difference of the number of messages received.
Pipe Compare Signal Generators (PCSGs): There exists
a dedicated detection circuit for each pair of pipes, which
o/e
o/e
generates the status signals GEQp,q (t) and GRp,q (t). In
o
0
particular, GEQp,q (t ) becomes active (i.e., GEQop,q (t0 ) =
>, thereby generating the event GEQop,q − ↑ at t0 if the
−
+
previous state was ⊥) at some time t0 ∈ t + [τGEQ
; τGEQ
]
s
s
when (i) rp,q (t) ∈ Nodd and (ii) [rp,q (t) ≥ rp,q (t)] ∧
o
[sp,q (t) = 1]. Similarly, GRp,q
(t0 ) becomes active at
−
+
s
(t) ∈ Nodd and (ii)
time t0 ∈ t + [τGR ; τGR ] when (i) rp,q
s
[rp,q (t) > rp,q (t)] ∧ [sp,q (t) = 1]. The signals GEQep,q (t)
e
and GRp,q
(t) have the same definition, except that (i) reads
s
rp,q (t) ∈ Neven here. Note that a PCSG may become active
only if sp,q (t) = 1.
o/e
Threshold: If the number of active GEQp,q (t) resp.
o/e
GRp,q (t) signals exceeds the 2f + 1 resp. f + 1 thresho/e
old, the corresponding threshold signal T HGEQ (t) resp.
o/e

−
+
T HGR (t) becomes active within [τTH
; τTH
].
Tick Broadcast: The next tick message is sent when (i)
both threshold signals for the previously generated tick, say,
o
o
T HGEQ
and T HGR
, are inactive again and (ii) at least one
e
e
threshold signal T HGEQ
resp. T HGR
for the current tick
becomes active. We denote by bp (t) the number of tick messages generated by process p by time t, with bp (t0 ) = 0 at
reset time t0 . If tk denotes the time when p generates tick k,
we assume that bp (tk ) = bp (tk − dt) + 1 for an infinitesimally small dt > 0, i.e., bp (tk ) gives the number of ticks
including the new tick k.
The detailed description of the TS-Alg based on our architectural model is given in Fig. 5. Note that the algorithm’s if-clauses are only evaluated when the validity of the
if-clause’s premise changes, i.e., upon a state transition of
the enabling condition (which also happens upon reset). In
case of the threshold gates (line 18–line 29), we conceptually assume that a (possibly idempotent) output event

0: /* Initialization */
s (t
1: ∀q : rp,q (t0,p ) = rp,q
0,p ) = 0; sp,q (t0,p ) = 1
2: ∀channels X : X r (t0,p ) = ⊥
3:
4: /* code for PCSGs at process p for remote process q*/
s (t)] ∧ [r s (t) ∈ N
5: if [rp,q (t) ≥ rp,q
odd ] ∧ [sp,q (t) = 1]
p,q
6:
→ send GEQop,qi (t)−↑
7: else → send GEQo
p,qi (t)−↓
s (t)] ∧ [r s (t) ∈ N
8: if [rp,q (t) > rp,q
odd ] ∧ [sp,q (t) = 1]
p,q
o
9:
→ send GRp,q
(t)−↑
i
o
10: else → send GRp,q
(t)−↓
i
s
s (t) ∈ N
11: if [rp,q (t) ≥ rp,q (t)] ∧ [rp,q
even ] ∧ [sp,q (t) = 1]
12:
→ send GEQep,qi (t)−↑
13: else → send GEQe
p,qi (t)−↓
s (t)] ∧ [r s (t) ∈ N
14: if [rp,q (t) > rp,q
even ] ∧ [sp,q (t) = 1]
p,q
e
15:
→ send GRp,q
(t)−↑
i
e
(t)−↓
16: else → send GRp,q
i
17: /* code for thresholds at process p */
18: if GEQo
p,qi (t) for at least 2f + 1 remote processes qi
o
19:
→ send T HGEQ
−↑
o
−↓
20: else → send T HGEQ

o
21: if GRp,q
(t) for at least f + 1 remote processes qi
i
o −↑
22:
→ send T HGR
o −↓
23: else → send T HGR
24: if GEQe
p,qi (t) for at least 2f + 1 remote processes qi
e
25:
→ send T HGEQ
−↑
e
26: else → send T HGEQ
−↓

e
27: if GRp,q
(t) for at least f + 1 remote processes qi
i
e −↑
28:
→ send T HGR
e −↓
29: else → send T HGR
30: /* code for sending tick messages at process p */
o (t) ∨ T H o
e
e
31: if [T HGR
GEQ (t)] ∧ ¬[T HGR (t) ∨ T HGEQ (t)]

32:
→ send tick−↓
e (t) ∨ T H e
o
o
33: if [T HGR
GEQ (t)] ∧ ¬[T HGR (t) ∨ T HGEQ (t)]
34:

→ send tick−↑

Figure 5. TS-Alg tick generation algorithm
adopted for VLSI implementations.
is sent upon any change of the state of any input.

4

Correctness Proofs

For our correctness proof and performance analysis, we
employ the following system and failure model: Let P be
a set of n distributed processes, executing TS-Algs, which
communicate via simulated broadcasting (multiple pointto-point sends) over a fully connected network of reliable
zero-bit FIFO message passing links. Every link carries
strictly alternating tick−↑ and tick−↓ messages only. The
transmission delay satisfies some upper and lower bounds,
which are unknown to the algorithm, i.e., introduced solely
for analysis purposes: The time of a locally generated tick
message to reach the end of any local pipeline is bounded by
−
+
[τloc
; τloc
], whereas the time to reach the end of any remote
−
+
pipeline, at any remote process, is bounded by [τrem
; τrem
].
Note that this assumption has some impact on initialization
as well: Every process p can be initialized to bp (t0,p ) =
s
rp,q (t0,p ) = rp,q
(t0,p ) = 0 and sp,q (t0,p ) = 1 even at
−
(slightly) different reset times t0,p ∈ [0; τrem
): The lower
−
delay bound τrem ensures that no tick message can be lost

−
+
−
+
−
+
here. The latencies [τGEQ
; τGEQ
], [τGR
; τGR
], [τDiff
; τDiff
] and
−
+
[τTH ; τTH ] have already been introduced earlier.
Our tick generation algorithm will allow up to f processes to fail arbitrarily, provided that the total number of
processes is n ≥ 3f + 2. This is slightly more than the
required lower bound of n ≥ 3f + 1 for clock synchronization [6], but facilitates a much better precision and accuracy
(attained by counting only remote messages when calculating the f + 1 resp. 2f + 1 thresholds; including self recep−
−
= τloc
in Theorem 4.11 (Precision)).
tion would lead to τrem
In our context, the adverse power of arbitrary failures lies
in the ability of a process to generate wrong (early timing
failures or even spurious) clock ticks, which are perceived
inconsistently at different receiver processes. Such failures
may be the consequence of particle hits or electromagnetic
interference, which can very well affect different receivers
differently, depending upon wire length and signal detection
sensitivity.
We will start our formal treatment with Definition 4.1,
which will be employed frequently in our proofs.
Definition 4.1. (Direct Causality). Let I(t0 ) and O(t) be
two events of some specific signal input and output, respectively, of a correct component C. We say that they are directly causally related, denoted by I(t0 ) → O(t), if they are
(i) causally related and (ii) there is neither an ↑- nor a ↓event I 0 (t00 ) on the same input in between, i.e., @I 0 (t00 ) :
I(t0 ) → I 0 (t00 ) → O(t). If the input and output events I(t0 )
and O(t) of a correct component C with latency ∈ [τC− , τC+ ]
are directly causally related, then τC− ≤ t − t0 ≤ τC+ .
An instrumental part in the correctness proof of the tick
generation algorithm in Fig.5 is to make sure that a process
generates tick k + 1 messages based on tick k messages
only, i.e., does not incorporate stale information from earlier
ticks ` < k here. This will be formalized in the following
Definition 4.2. Lemma 4.3 below will deduce some simple
properties from this definition.
Definition 4.2. (Notion of Basis). Abbreviate
GEQ,`
Pp,q
(t) =
GR,`
Pp,q
(t) =

s
[rp,q (t) ≥ rp,q
(t) = `] ∧ [sp,q (t) = 1],
s
[rp,q (t) > rp,q
(t) = `] ∧ [sp,q (t) = 1]. (1)

We say that correct process p’s tick k +1 is based on correct
process q’s tick `, if there exists at least one of the following
chains of direct causal dependencies: For k + 1 ∈ Neven ,
GEQ,` 00
(t ) → GEQop,q (t0 ) →
Pp,q
o
(t0k+1 ) → bp (tk+1 ) = k + 1
T HGEQ
GR,` 00
o
(t ) → GRp,q
(t0 ) →
Pp,q
o
(t0k+1 ) → bp (tk+1 ) = k + 1
T HGR

(2)
(3)

(and analogous for k + 1 ∈ Nodd ). A correct process p’s
tick k + 1 is said to be based on tick ` if, for all correct
processes q, it is based on q’s tick `q with `q ≥ ` and ∃qi :
`qi = `.

Lemma 4.3. The time instants t0k+1 and t00 in the direct
−
+
causal chains (2) and (3) in Definition 4.2 satisfy τTH
+
+
+
−
−
00
0
min(τGR , τGEQ ) ≤ tk+1 − t ≤ τTH + max(τGR , τGEQ ).
GEQ,`
GR,`
Moreover, the predicate Pp,q
(t) resp. Pp,q
(t) holds
00
not only at t = t , but continues to hold true for every
+
+
+
+
t ∈ [t00 , tk+1 − τTH
− τGEQ
] resp. t ∈ [t00 , tk+1 − τTH
− τGR
],
provided those time intervals are non-empty.
Proof. The first statement of our lemma is a trivial consequence of Definition 4.1. To prove that the predicates continue to hold true during the given intervals, recall from the
algorithm in Fig. 5 that tick k + 1 is sent at time tk+1 , i.e.,
o
o
bp (tk+1 ) = k + 1, iff [T HGR
(tk+1 ) ∨ T HGEQ
(tk+1 )] ∧
e
e
¬[T HGR (tk+1 ) ∨ T HGEQ (tk+1 )] ∧ bp (tk+1 − dt) = k ∈
Nodd , where dt > 0 is infinitesimally small: At least one of
the threshold gates responsible for the even tick k + 1 must
be active, while both threshold gates for the previous odd
tick k must be inactive. Furthermore, bp (tk+1 − dt) = k ∈
Nodd must obviously hold for generating tick k + 1.
Stipulating that the event bp (tk+1 ) = k + 1 occurs at
tk+1 implies that all enabling conditions are met. In partico
o
ular, T HGEQ
resp. T HGR
must not have further changed
state within the time interval (t0k+1 , tk+1 ]. We will show
now that the predicates (1) must also maintain the same state
for some time. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that e.g.
GEQ,`
(t) reverted to false at some time t00 < t ≤ tk+1 −
Pp,q
+
+
− τGEQ
. Then, the GEQo threshold gate must have genτTH
o
erated another event T HGEQ
(t00k+1 ) (maybe an idempotent
+
+
00
≤ tk+1 at latest, and
one) at time tk+1 = t + τGEQ + τTH
o
00
clearly T HGEQ (tk+1 ) → bp (tk+1 ) = k + 1. This cono
(t0k+1 ) → bp (tk+1 ) =
tradicts direct causality of T HGEQ
k + 1, however.
On top of this the major Lemma 4.5 can be shown which
states that every correct process p’s tick k + 1 is based on
tick k only, provided that the following Constraint 4.4 is
satisfied. If this is the case, there is no danger of mixing up
new and old instances of the signals GRo , GEQo etc.
Constraint 4.4. (Interlocking Constraint). With the abbreviations
+
+
+
+
+ max(τGR
, τGEQ
) + τloc
and
D+ = τTH
D− =

−
−
−
−
−
) + τloc
+ τDiff
, τGEQ
+ min(τGR
τTH

(4)

−
−
−
= D− − τDiff
must hold.
with Ddis
D+ ≤ D− + Ddis
Lemma 4.5. (Interlocking). Given Constraint 4.4, every
correct process p’s tick k + 1 is based on tick k only.
The proof is by induction on the number of ticks p has
sent so far. It is first shown that all ticks up to number 2
are based on their predecessor. Then we assume that some
tick k is the first tick that is not based on the precedent tick
k − 1 but rather on some tick ∈ {k − 2, k − 4, . . . }. By
investigating the direct causal chains that would lead to this
behavior, we obtain a contradiction to Constraint 4.4.

Proof. The proof is by induction on the number of tick messages sent by a correct process p.
Induction basis: Tick 1 is based on tick 0 (established
upon reset) only. Tick 2 can be based on tick 1 only, since
even ticks are solely generated from GRo and GEQo —and
hence from odd ticks—in the algorithm of Fig. 5.
Induction step: Suppose that all ticks up to tick k are
based on tick k − 1, but that tick k + 1 generated by process
p is not based on tick k but rather on tick ` < k. Assuming
w.l.o.g. k ∈ Nodd and hence ` ∈ {k − 2, k − 4, . . . }, there
must be some correct process qi satisfying (2) and/or (3),
o
GEQ,` 00
(t0k+1 ) →
(tqi ) → GEQop,qi (t0qi ) → T HGEQ
say, Pp,q
i
bp (tk+1 ) = k + 1 according to Definition 4.2. Lemma 4.3
s
GEQ,` 0
(t0 ) = `] ∧
(t ) = [rp,qi (t0 ) ≥ rp,q
reveals that Pp,q
i
i
0
[sp,qi (t ) = 1] must evaluate to true also at time t0 with
+
+
+
+
+
tk+1 − t0 ≤ τTH
+ τGEQ
≤ τTH
+ max(τGR
, τGEQ
). Hence,
tick k − 1 must have been received at process p’s local pipe
corresponding to qi at time t00 > t0 , since otherwise the
GEQ,` 0
first predicate in Pp,q
(t ) would be false at t0 . Since
i
tick k − 1 must have been sent by process p at time tk−1 ≥
+
t00 − τloc
in this case, we finally arrive at tk−1 > tk+1 −
+
+
+
+
τTH − max(τGR
, τGEQ
) − τloc
= tk+1 − D+ .
−
Since tick k−1 arrives at any local pipe at t̃ ≥ tk−1 +τloc
−
s
earliest, rp,q (t̃) = k − 1 is obtained not before t̃ + τDiff , as
the previous tick k − 2 must be removed from the local pipe
before sp,q (t0 ) = 1 can become true. Due to the induction
hypothesis, tick k is based on tick k − 1 only. Lemma 4.3
hence implies that tick k can not be sent before tk ≥ t̃ +
−
−
−
−
≥ tk−1 + D− .
) + τTH
, τGEQ
+ min(τGR
τDiff
Recall that p can only send tick k + 1 at tk+1 if
e
e
(tk+1 )] is true, i.e., when all
(tk+1 ) ∨ T HGEQ
¬[T HGR
threshold gates that generated the previous tick k are inactive again. Process p generated tick k when sufficiently
many correct processes qj satisfied (2) and/or (3), i.e., cono
o
. The latter signals can
and/or T HGR
tributed to T HGEQ
only be disabled at tk+1 if there exists at least one correct
process q among those, for which
s
s
¬{[rp,q (t̂q ) ≥ rp,q
(t̂q )] ∧ [rp,q
(t̂q ) = k − 1]
¬GEQep,q (t0 )

∧[sp,q (t̂q ) = 1]} →
e
→ ¬T HGEQ
(tk+1 ) or

s
s
¬{[rp,q (t̂q ) > rp,q
(t̂q )] ∧ [rp,q
(t̂q ) = k − 1]

∧[sp,q (t̂q ) = 1]} →
e
e
¬GRp,q
(t0 ) → ¬T HGR
(tk+1 )

holds at some time t̂q , with tk < t̂q and t̂q +
−
−
−
≤ tk+1 . The first predicate can
) + τTH
, τGEQ
min(τGR
only become true if tick k has arrived at the local queue
−
corresponding to qj . Thus, tk + τloc
≤ t̂q and hence
−
−
−
−
−
tk+1 ≥ tk + min(τGR , τGEQ ) + τTH + τloc
= tk + Ddis
.
Combining the latter results on tk+1 and tk , we obtain
−
tk+1 ≥ tk−1 + D− + Ddis
. Substituting the result for tk−1 ,
−
we find tk+1 > tk+1 − D+ + D− + Ddis
and hence D + >

−
, which contradicts Constraint 4.4. Therefore,
D− + Ddis
tick k + 1 cannot be based on ` < k and we are done.

We will now provide a sequence of simple lemmas,
which are needed for establishing our major results Theorem 4.11 (Precision), Theorem 4.12 (Accuracy) and Theorem 4.13 (Pipeline size).
Lemma 4.6. (Maximum Frequency). No correct process
can send alternating tick messages with a higher frequency
than 1/D − .
Proof. Assume that a correct process p sends tick k + 1 ∈
Nodd at time tk+1 . Because of Lemma 4.5, tick k + 1
can only be based on tick number k. This means that
−
GEQ,k 0
−
(tqi ) must have been true by time tk+1 − τTH
Pp,q
i
−
−
min(τGR , τGEQ ) simultaneously for at least f +1 resp. 2f +1
processes qi . Thus p must have sent tick k by time tk ≤
−
−
−
−
−
tk+1 − τTH
− τDiff
− min(τGR
, τGEQ
) − τloc
≤ tk+1 − D− ,
−
where τloc
accounts for the minimum delay to reach the end
−
of a local pipe and τDiff
is the minimal time for removing
the previous tick k − 1 to achieve sp,qi (t0qi ) = 1. Hence,
tk+1 − tk ≥ D− as asserted.
Theorem 4.7 and its proof are a generalization of the
well-known consistent broadcasting results of [24, 27, 29].
Theorem 4.7. (Synchronization Properties). The algorithm
satisfies the synchronization properties Progress (P), Unforgeability (U) and Simultaneity (S) if Constraint 4.4 and
n ≥ 3f + 2 hold.
(P) Progress. If all correct processes send tick k by time
t, then every correct process sends at least tick k + 1
+
+
+
, τloc
)+
by time t + T + , with T + = τDiff
+ max(τrem
+
+
τGEQ + τTH .
(U) Unforgeability. If no correct process sends tick k by
time t, then no correct process sends tick k + 1 by time
−
−
−
−
t + Tf−irst , with Tf−irst = τrem
+ τGEQ
+ τTH
+ τDiff
or
earlier.
(S) Simultaneity. If some correct process sends tick k by
time t, then every correct process sends at least tick k
−
−
−
− τDiff
+
− τGEQ
by time t + Tsim , with Tsim = −τTH
+
+
+
+
−
− τrem
.
ε + τDiff + τGR + τTH + T + , where ε = τrem
Proof. By generalization of [24, 27, 29].
pendix A.2.1 for the detailed proofs.

See Ap-

Lemma 4.8. (Fastest Progress). Assume that p is the first
correct process that sends tick number k at time t. Then no
correct process can send tick k 0 > k before time t + (k 0 −
k)Tf−irst .
Proof. The proof is by induction on k 0 . For k 0 = k + 1,
the first correct process q ∈ P that sends tick k + 1 must
do so after time t + (k 0 − k)Tf−irst because of Unforgeability (U). Now assume that p is the first correct process that

sends tick k 0 . It does this not before t+(k 0 −k)Tf−irst by the
induction hypothesis. Because of (U), no other correct process can send tick k 0 +1 by time t+(k 0 −k)Tf−irst +Tf−irst =
t + (k 0 + 1 − k)Tf−irst .
The following Lemma 4.9 relates the progress of the
ticks generated by the fastest process and real-time.
Lemma 4.9. (Maximum Increase of bmax ). Let bmax (t)
be the maximum of bp (t) over all correct processes p, and
tkf irst be the time when bmax was increased to k, i.e. when
the first process sent tick k. Define the indicator function
Iusync (t) = It∈{t
/ 0f irst ,t1f irst ,t2f irst ,... } to be 1 if the bracketed condition is fulfilled, and 0 otherwise. Then,
¹ for ºany
t1 ≤ t2 , it holds that bmax (t2 ) − bmax (t1 ) ≤

t2 −t1
Tf−irst

+

Iusync (t1 ).
Proof. For t1 ∈ {t0f irst , t1f irst , t2f irst , . . . }, Lemma 4.8
(Fastest Progress) can be¹ applied,
º which reveals that
b

max

(t2 ) − b

max

t2 −t1
Tf−irst

(t1 ) ≤

as needed. For t1 ∈
/

f irst
< t1 <
{t0f irst , t1f irst , t2f irst , . . . }, it must hold that tk−1
º
¹
tkf irst , for some k. Thus bmax (t2 )−bmax (t1 ) ≤ Tt2−−tk +
f irst
¹
º
t2 −t1
1 ≤ T−
+ 1 by monotonicity of bxc.
f irst

Lemma 4.10. (Slowest Progress). Assume that some process p sends tick k at time t. Then all correct processes must
send tick k 0 > k by time t + (k 0 − k)T + + Tsim .
The proof is by applying Simultaneity (S) once and
Progress (P) iteratively.
Theorem 4.11 gives the precision π of our algorithm,
which guarantees ∀t : |bq (t) − bp (t)| ≤ π for every pair
of correct processes p and q.
Theorem 4.11. (Precision). The precision¹ π ≥ º|bq (t) −
bp (t)| of our algorithm is bounded by π ≤

Tsim
Tf−irst

+ 1.

Proof. We will first establish bounds on the difference of
bmax (t0 ) and bp (t0 ) for any t0 in between p’s instants of
sending tick number k and k + 1, i.e., tpk ≤ t0 < tpk+1 .
bmax (t0 )
bmax (tpk+1 )

≤
≤

bp (t0 ) + π and
bp (tpk+1 ) + π − 1

(5)

Assume that process p sends tick k + 1 at time tpk+1 . Bef irst
+ Tsim must hold, and because
cause of (S), tpk+1 ≤ tk+1
f irst
of monotonicity, bmax (tpk+1 − Tsim ) ≤ bmax (tk+1
) =
k + 1 must hold. According to Lemma 4.9, bmax (tpk+1 ) ≤
¹
º
Tsim
+ Iusync (tpk+1 − Tsim ) + bmax (tpk+1 − Tsim ). The
T−
f irst

f irst
two possible cases tpk+1 −Tsim = tk+1
and tpk+1 −Tsim <

f irst
both lead to Iusync (tpk+1 − Tsim ) + bmax (tpk+1 −
tk+1
Tsim ) = k + 1.¹Thus the
º former inequality can be refined to

bmax (tpk+1 ) ≤

Tsim
Tf−irst

+ k + 1. Now, for tpk ≤ t0 < tpk+1 ,

we obtain bp (t0 ) = k and bmax (t0 ) ≤ bmax (tpk+1 ) and
º
¹
Tsim
max 0
0
+ 1 = π. For tpk+1 ,
hence b
(t ) − bp (t ) ≤ T −
f irst

obviously bp (tpk+1 ) = k + 1 and hence bmax (tpk+1 ) −
º
¹
bp (tpk+1 ) ≤ TT−sim = π − 1.
f irst

The inequalities (5) can be generalized to hold at any
time t, by finding an appropriate k for which tpk ≤ t <
tpk+1 , or t = tpk+1 holds at p and applying (5) within these
bounds. Since obviously ∀t : bp (t) ≤ bmax (t), any two
correct processes p and q must fulfill ∀t : |bq (t) − bp (t)| ≤
π.

Theorem 4.12 (Accuracy) can be used to bound the number of tick messages generated locally at a correct process p
during some real time interval ∆, i.e., allows to make statements about the local frequency. For example, it reveals that
the long-term frequency is within [1/T + , 1/Tf−irst ].
Theorem 4.12. (Accuracy). Given ∆ = t2 − t1 , the accuracy |bp (t2 )−bp (t1 )| of any correct process p is bounded
»
¼ by
o
n
∆−Tsim −T +
∆
≤ |bp (t2 ) − bp (t1 )| ≤ T −
max 0,
+
T+
f irst
½
»
¼¾
min π + 1, D∆− − T −∆
.
f irst

Proof. We will first show the upper bound for the accuracy.
We know that ∀t : bp (t) ≥ bmax (t) − π + (1 − Iusync (t))
and ∀t : bp (t) ≤ bmax (t) by Lemma 4.11 and Lemma 4.9.
Thus bp (t2 ) − bp (t1 ) ≤ bmax (t2 ) − bmax (t1 ) + π − (1 −
Iusync (tº1 )). By applying Lemma 4.9, bp¹(t2 ) −ºbp (t1 ) ≤
¹

t2 −t1
+ 2Iusync (t1 ) − 1 + π ≤
+ π +
Tf−irst
¼
1 ≤ Tt2−−t1 + π + 1. Moreover, from Lemma 4.6
f irst
§ t −t ¨
2
1
it follows that bp (t2 ) − ½»
bp (t1 ) ¼
≤
Hence,
D− .
¾
§ ∆ ¨
∆
+
π
+
1,
≤
bp (t2 ) − bp (t1 ) ≤ min
D−
Tf−irst
¼
½
¼¾ »
¼
»
»
§
¨
∆
+ min π + 1, D∆− − T −∆
≤ T −∆
+
Tf−irst
f irst
f irst
½
»
¼¾
min π + 1, D∆− − T −∆
since dx + ye ≤ dxe + dye.
t2 −t1
Tf−irst

»

f irst

To prove the lower bound, we first define b1 = bp (t1 ),
b2 = bp (t2 ) and tpb1 ≤ t2 , tpb2 ≤ t2 as the points in time
when p sends tick b1 and b2 . Clearly tpb2 +1 > t2 , and by
Lemma 4.10 it follows t2 − t1 ≤ tpb2 +1 − tpb1 ≤ Tsim +
o
n
−T +
≤ bp (t2 )−
(b2 −b1 +1)T + . Hence, max 0, ∆−Tsim
T+
bp (t1 ).

This final theorem establishes that pipeline size is in+
deed bounded, provided that the additional condition τDiff
≤
−
Tf irst holds.
Theorem 4.13. (Pipeline size). The size S of any pipeline
in a pair of pipelines corresponding to a correct remote
process
at a correct local
º process is bounded by S =
¹
+
+
+
,τloc
)+τDiff
Tsim +max(τrem

Tf−irst

Proof. Abbreviating tlast
= tkf irst + Tsim and denoting
k
q
p
by tk resp. tk the time when p resp. q sends tick k, it follows from Simultaneity (S) that tkf irst ≤ tpk , tqk ≤ tlast
k .
Consequently, tick k arrives in both the local and remote
+
+
, τloc
) =
+ max(τrem
pipe at process p by time Tk = tlast
k
f irst
+
+
tk
+ Tsim + max(τrem
, τloc ). We show by induction that
+
tick k − 1 is removed at most τDiff
later.
We can start the induction with k = 0, where the statement is vacuously true since all processes “receive” tick 0,
−
−
at reset time, within [0, τrem
] [note that τrem
< T0 = Tsim +
+
+
)] and there is of course no tick k − 1 to be remax(τrem
, τloc
moved at all. Now assume that tick k − 1 has been removed
+
by time Tk + τDiff
and consider the removal of tick k. Since
f irst
Tk+1 − Tk = tk+1
− tkf irst ≥ Tf−irst by Lemma 4.9, we
+
find Tk+1 ≥ Tk + Tf−irst ≥ Tk + τDiff
. Due to the induction
hypothesis, the removal of tick k does not face blocking due
to the removal of tick k − 1. Hence, tick k must be success+
fully removed by Tk+1 + τDiff
as asserted.

Theorem 4.15. (Queuesize). The size S of any pipeline
in a pair of pipelines corresponding to a correct remote
process
at a correct local
º process is bounded by S =
¹
Tf−irst

+ 1.

Proof. From Lemma 4.14, we know that tick k − 1 is
completely removed by time Tk0 = tkf irst + Tsim +
+
+
+
max(τrem
, τloc
) + τDiff
. Hence, the maximum size of any
pipe is determined by the maximum number of ticks any
+
+
process can generate in the interval Tsim +max(τrem
, τloc
)+
+
τDiff . According to Lemma 4.9, those are at most S =
¹
º
+
+
+
Tsim +max(τrem
,τloc
)+τDiff
+ 1.
T−
f irst

ack_in

Ĳpipe
C

C

C
data_in

C
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data_out

Figure 7. Elastic pipeline consisting of Muller
C-Elements and inverters.

+ 1.

The proof is by bounding the maximum time a tick messages can exist before it is eliminated by the Diff-Gate.
The following lemma establishes that tick k − 1 is completely removed from all pipelines corresponding to correct
+
+
+
processes at most Tsim +max(τrem
, τloc
)+τDiff
after the first
correct process sent tick k.
+
Lemma 4.14. If τDiff
≤ Tf irst −, every correct process has
completely removed tick k−1 ≥ 0 from the pair of pipelines
corresponding to a correct process by time tkf irst + Tsim +
+
+
+
, τloc
) + τDiff
, where tkf irst is the time when the first
max(τrem
correct process sent tick k.

+
+
+
Tsim +max(τrem
,τloc
)+τDiff
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Figure 8. Muller C-Element at gate-level.

Hardware Implementation

Now we will present implementation details of the lowlevel building blocks of our TS-Alg implementation, which
have been introduced at higher levels of abstraction in Fig. 3
and 4. We will also derive timing conditions an implementation has to satisfy in order to fulfill the behavioral specification of Section 3.2. It turns out that the conditions can be
enforced easily by design tools, if not a priori true.
Fig. 6 shows an overview of the complete architecture of
a single TS-Alg that refines Fig. 4.

5.1

Implementation of +/− Counters

Every TS-Alg consists of n − 1 +/− counters, one for
every remote TS-Alg. Every +/− counter consists of (i)
two elastic pipelines, which are used as FIFO-buffers for
remote resp. local ticks, (ii) a custom Diff-Gate responsible
for removing matching ticks from the end of both pipelines,
and (iii) a pipe compare signal generation (PCSG) unit that
actually generates the pivotal signals GEQe , GRe , GEQo
and GRo . We will describe those elements in some detail
below.
Elastic Pipeline: An elastic pipeline can be seen as a
FIFO buffer for signal transitions, based on Sutherland’s
micropipelines [28]. As shown in Fig. 7, it consists of
a chain of Muller C-Elements [21] (+ inverters), each of
which can store a single low-to-high/high-to-low transition.
In order to get an idea of the internal operation of the
elastic pipeline in Fig. 7, consider the gate-level implementation of a C-Element given in Fig. 8. It is apparent that it
changes the value of its output y only if both inputs have the
same value – it hence implements an AND for signal transitions. Note that a C-Element must incorporate a feedback
loop, since y must stay at the current logic level when either
a or b (but not both) changes.
The correct operation of the pipeline depends upon some
timing constraints regarding (i) the feedback loop involved

S=

Tf−irst

+ 1 stages to avoid an over-

flow due to the fact that remote and local clock are not perfectly synchronized, cp. Theorem 4.13. Note that S is the
only implementation-technology-dependent parameter that

Our Diff-Gate implementation, cp. Fig. 9, is by a simple asynchronous state machine which, in case of matching
values of req ext and req int, removes the last transition of the remote (left) pipeline before it removes the
matching last transition of the local (right) one. There are
two reasons why this left-before-right removal is mandatory: The first one is related to guaranteeing the required
properties of the signals GEQe , GRe , GEQo and GRo and
is explained in the context of the PCSG below. The second
reason is the avoidance of metastability problems at C1 in
Fig. 9, which connects two only loosely coupled clock domains. To cause metastability problems, the inputs of the
C-Element C1 have to change in a manner (introduced ear+
lier) where its internal τloop
constraint is violated. We have
shown before, however, that this cannot happen in the standard case of a single input change if the pipeline constraint
+
regarding τmin ≥ τpipe
is maintained. Hence, we are left
with the case where both inputs of C1 change in opposite
+
directions within τloop
of each other. However, our DiffGate removes matching transitions only, i.e., acts only when
req ext and req int have the same value. Hence, after
a matching 0, for example, any of the inputs, say, req ext
of C1 can go to 1 only when ack ext = 0 has been generated by C1 and processed by C2 . Hence, req ext can
−
−
−
+
go to 1 not earlier than 2τcelem
+ τinverter
+ τwires
> τloop
−
(place&route constraint on τcelem of C1 , C2 ) after the last
of req ext and req int went to 0, and req int can
−
−
−
−
(τcelem
+ τwires
not go to 1 before another 2τcelem
+ 2τinverter
of C3 , C4 ). Consequently, if the above constraint is maintained and if local and remote clock ticks are not generated
faster than they can be removed by the Diff-Gate, i.e., faster
−
−
−
−
+
than τDiff
= 4τcelem
+ 3τinverter
+ τwires
≥ τpipe
(place&route
−
constraint), we can ensure its correct operation. Since τDiff
−
is part of D , cp. (4), which in turn determines the minimum time τmin between successive clock ticks according to
−
+
+
Lemma 4.6, we can be sure that τmin > τDiff
> τpipe
> τloop
.
Hence, our +/− counters indeed work as expected.
Pipe Compare Signal Generators: The PCSG has to detect whether or not the remote pipeline holds the same or
next_ext

ack_ext

Diff-Gate
C3

ack_int

C2

next_int
C4

C1

req_ext

local
pipe

+
+
+
Tsim +max(τrem
,τloc
)+τDiff

is compiled into the TS-Algs. However, since it depends
on the ratio of maximum and minimum delays only, like in
the Theta-Model [16], rather than on the absolute delays,
we are convinced that it is fairly independent of things like
temperature and implementation technology.

remote
pipe

in the Muller C-Elements and (ii) the loop formed by two
consecutive stages in the pipeline. Actually, the delays
of those feedback loops impose some minimum delay between successive input transitions, which must be maintained in order not to jeopardize correct behavior. In standard delay-insensitive applications of elastic pipelines, this
is ensured by triggering a new data in transition only
when the ack out transition that acknowledges the previous data in transition occurs. Since we obviously cannot
use ack out in our application (we cannot acknowledge
every generated clock tick), the required timing constraints
must be externally maintained.
We will first analyze the timing conditions of the Muller
C-Element: To allow the gates on the feedback path in
Fig. 8 to settle, it has to be ensured that a and/or b do
not change state in opposite directions (high-to-low, low-to+
high) within τloop
of each other if potentially causing a state
+
change. The condition τmin ≥ τloop
has to be obeyed for both
consecutive transitions on a single input as well as opposite
transitions on different inputs if these transitions would lead
to a state change (e.g. a high, whereas b performs low-to+
+
high and high-to-low within τloop
). The bound τloop
can be
obtained by analyzing the netlist of the hardware generated
by a synthesis resp. place&route tool.
The basic timing constraints for the elastic pipeline,
which originate from the feedback loops formed by any
two consecutive pipeline stages, as highlighted in Fig. 7,
can be derived in a similar manner: As long as input signal
+
, i.e.,
data in does not change faster than any stage’s τpipe
+
τmin ≥ τpipe , no transition can be lost and the elastic pipeline
behaves as expected. Since activation of a C-Element’s out+
put takes place after the propagation delay τcelem
, cp. Fig. 8,
+
+
+
+
+
we have τpipe = 2τcelem + τinverter + τwires . If τcelem
is considered to be the same for all C-Elements for simplicity, it
+
follows that the minimum timing constraint τmin ≥ τloop
for
+
any single C-Element implicitly holds when τmin ≥ τpipe
+
+
and τpipe
≥ τloop
(place&route constraint).
It is important to mention, however, that the simple considerations above apply only to the case where data in
and ack in do not change simultaneously. The latter case,
which could obviously cause metastability problems if there
were no additional constraints, is treated in conjunction
with the Diff-Gate below.
Difference Gate: The Diff-Gate is responsible for removing matching transitions from the ends of the remote and
local pipe, see Fig. 9. Our goal is to implement a +/−
counter, which keeps track of the difference of the number of¹ticks seen so far. Still,ºevery pipe must have at least

req_int

Figure 9. Diff-Gate in combination with remote and local pipeline.

a greater number of transitions and must activate the corresponding status signals GEQe , GRe , GEQo and GRo . Unlike all other building blocks described so far, the PCSG
is not a transition signaling logic but rather a conventional
asynchronous state logic. However, it must be able to
handle transitions, which arrive at random instants, without producing glitches or wrongly activate its output signals. Since this is impossible in general, we have separated
GEQe , GRe from GEQo and GRo : As already explained in
Section 2, the former signals are only relevant if the next
tick to be generated is odd, whereas the latter status signals
are only relevant when it is even. When the next tick to be
generated is the other one, we do allow glitches and other
incorrect signal changes.
To ensure correct behavior of our algorithm, the relevant
status signals for the next tick to be generated, say, GEQe ,
s
(t) ∧ sp,q (t) = 1
must be activated only if rp,q (t) > rp,q
holds for sure. This requires a left-before-right removal of
matching transitions by the Diff-Gate: GEQe must never
become true, not even in a glitch, if the number of remote
ticks seen is smaller than the number of local ticks. If we allowed the Diff-Gate to remove the right transition before the
left one, however, the PCSG unit might see a larger number
of remaining transitions in the remote pipe than in the local pipe, and would hence produce an erroneous output on
GEQe . Further, it must be ensured that any state signal can
become true only if the next tick to be generated is not already available in the local pipe. This can happen for the
pipelines corresponding to a slow remote node, where the
faster ones have already achieved the required 2f + 1 or
f + 1 threshold. Our PCSG implementation ensures this by
comparing the last stages of the local and remote pipeline,
subject to the condition that the three last stages of the local
pipeline contain the same value. It is easy to see from the
operation of an elastic pipeline that the latter condition signals an (almost) empty pipe, which is sufficient to infer the
required “freshness” of the status outputs.

5.2

Other low-level building blocks

Apart from the n − 1 +/− counters, a TS-Alg also consists of standard asynchronous f + 1 and 2f + 1 threshold
gates and a clock generation unit (represented by the ORgate in Fig. 3).
Threshold gates: The threshold logic is responsible for implementing the if-clauses depicted in Fig. 5. The clock generation is based on four separate threshold gates: Two are
active, waiting for ≥ f + 1 GEQe resp. ≥ 2f + 1 GRe ,
when the next tick to be generated is odd, while the remaining two, waiting for ≥ f + 1 GRo resp. ≥ 2f + 1 GEQo ,
are inactive, in the sense that they can behave arbitrarily.
Clock generation: According to the algorithm in Fig. 5,
either the active f + 1 or the active 2f + 1 threshold gate

Figure 10. DARTS approach with 5 TS-Alg running on an FPGA
may produce the next clock tick. Our implementation employs a suitable combination of active-high and active-low
signals on the inputs and outputs of the threshold gates,
which allows us to use a simple logical AND resp. OR for
combining the two corresponding threshold gate outputs for
generating even resp. odd ticks. The output of the odd and
even tick generation is joined by a final Muller C-Element,
which ensures that the local clock output remains stable
until the next valid clock tick is generated. Note that this
element can be seen as the back-transition from the statebased logic (PCSG and threshold gates) to transition signaling logic (+/− counters).

5.3

Experimental Evaluation

The low-level building blocks described above have been
implemented using VHDL and assembled in a complete TSAlg. We have also prototyped a complete system of n = 5
TS-Algs, which has been synthesized and put into operation
on an Altera APEX EP20K1000 FPGA. The clock signals
of all five TS-Algs in a sample run are depicted in Fig. 10.
The clock frequency is approximately 24MHz, and the maximum skew of the clock ticks is 4ns. Of course, this FPGA
implementation is just a proof of concept and shall demonstrate the principal feasibility of the DARTS approach. We
are convinced that there is a huge potential for optimizations, e.g., to increase the clock frequency: FPGAs are not
particularly suitable for asynchronous designs due to the
structure of the lookup tables and registers. Furthermore,
the performance of the TS-Alg clock depends upon the ratio of the routing delays of the longest and the shortest clock
+
). Due to the static interconnect structure
signal paths ( ττ −
of an FPGA, these signal delays may vary within a wide
range. We are hence convinced that much better performance, at much lower cost, can be obtained by the standard cell CMOS ASIC implementation ultimately targeted
by our DARTS project.

6

Conclusions

We proposed a novel clock generation approach for
VLSI chips that has been derived from a well-known distributed fault-tolerant tick generation algorithm. It provides

a set of local clock signals, to be fed to the subsystems
of a SoC, for example, which are synchronized within a
bounded precision to each other. Our approach does not
need any external quartz oscillator or the like, and generates a clock frequency that automatically adapts to the current operating conditions.
Major modifications had to be applied to the original algorithm in order to adapt to the inherent fine-grain parallelism and limited resources of VLSI hardware implementations. Our algorithm depends upon the implementation
technology only via the required number S of stages of the
elastic pipelines. Since S depends upon the ratio of max.
and min. clock signal delays only, rather than on the delay
values itself, we are convinced that it is actually reasonably
independent from implementation technology.
We also provided a correctness proof which shows that a
system incorporating n ≥ 3f + 2 clock generation units can
cope with up to f Byzantine faulty nodes and links. This allows our algorithm to work correctly in presence of up to f
units that produce spurious clock transients perceived inconsistently by the other units. Our proof rests upon simple
properties of some locally available signals only, which can
be verified by digital design tools. Hence, the correctness
of a system of any size n can be guaranteed if the low-level
building blocks providing the required signals are implemented correctly. Note that a comparable result cannot be
established via model checking. Current work is devoted to
speed optimization and stabilization, both within the scope
of the algorithm and the hardware implementation. First
simulations of our ASIC implementation reached ≥ 200
MHz clock frequency. Systematic experimental evaluations
are also planned in the near future.
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A APPENDIX
A.1

Informal Overview of TS-Alg Design Problems

• How to reconcile transition signaling logic and faulttolerance?
The probably most elegant paradigm for asynchronous
logic is transition signaling, where information is conveyed exclusively via signal transitions, rather than via
signal states as in conventional logic [10]. Any reasonable delay-insensitive asynchronous circuit can be
composed from a small set of elementary elements,
which e.g. includes the Muller C-Element (see Section 5) forming the equivalent of the logical AND of
two input signals, see [3, 18, 28] for details.
The “expressive” power of transition signaling is
solely restricted to time-free systems, however, where
causality is the only meaningful relation between
events. Consequently, there is no full equivalent to the
logical OR of two input signals [10]: If only one of the
two inputs can provide a transition, the EXOR (exclusive OR) gate can safely be used for this purpose However, there is no meaningful transition signaling OR if
both inputs could—but need not—provide a (somehow
related) transition. In fact, generating an OR output
transition when the first input transition arrives would
destroy the causality relation of the second input transition and the generated output transition.
Unfortunately, incorporating fault-tolerance, as instantiated by our threshold gates, requires exactly this semantics: The clock signal of some process must not
depend causally upon the clocks of faulty processes,
since this may lead to blocking. Hence, there is no way
but to switch from transition signaling to state signaling and vice versa here.
• How to manage a clean switch between transition signaling and state signaling?
In our implementation of Fig. 3, some transition signaling logic is used for processing clock ticks (+/−
counters) and generating exactly one state transition
tick(k ) for any k (OR-gate). The threshold circuits for
processing the status signals GR and GEQ, on the other
hand, are ordinary asynchronous state logic devices,
with their well-known tendency to produce glitches.
The problem of avoiding such glitches, which are
catastrophic for transition signaling, is solved by serializing the generation of ticks with odd and even number. More specifically, since transitions of a binaryvalued signal must strictly alternate between low-tohigh (= odd clock tick) and high-to-low (= even clock

those signals in Section 3. The correctness proof and
performance analysis will only rely upon those properties, i.e., hold for every implementation of the local
+/− counters that fulfills the required properties.

tick), it is obvious that the next tick to be generated
after an even tick must be odd, and vice versa.
Hence, in our solution, we just duplicate the signals
GR, GEQ and the threshold circuits and use the following rules:
– Generate an odd tick k+1 ∈ Nodd := 2N+1 if the
last tick generated was even (k ∈ Neven := 2N)
and either (a) the same or a greater number of
ticks have been seen from ≥ 2f + 1 TS-Algs
(GEQe true), or (b) a greater number of ticks
have been seen from ≥ f + 1 TS-Algs (GRe
true). Note that condition (a) ensures that the
even tick k has been seen from ≥ 2f + 1 ones,
whereas (b) guarantees that the odd tick k +1 has
already been seen from ≥ f + 1 ones.
– Generate an even tick k + 1 ∈ Neven if the last
tick generated was odd (k ∈ Nodd ) and either (a)
the same or a greater number of ticks have been
seen from ≥ 2f + 1 TS-Algs (GEQo true), or (b)
a greater number of ticks have been seen from
≥ f + 1 TS-Algs (GRo true). Again, condition
(a) ensures that the odd tick k has been seen from
≥ 2f + 1 ones, whereas (b) guarantees that the
even tick k+1 has already been seen from ≥ f +1
ones.
Glitches due to the non-simultaneous arrival of clock
signal transitions from the peers are masked by simply ignoring the output of the threshold circuits (say
o
o
) that generated the even tick k
and T HGEQ
T HGR
when the next tick k + 1 to be generated is odd5 . This
“gap” thus allows GRo and GEQo (which were respono
o
sible for activating T HGR
or T HGEQ
) for tick k to
first become inactive and then become active again for
the tick k + 2. As revealed by Lemma 4.5, this is sufficient to avoid mixing up old and new instances of GRo
and GEQo .
• How to implement the +/− counters?
This is the most delicate part of the hardware design
work. First of all, implementing an asynchronous
up/down counter is inherently difficult due to the fact
that the up-clock and the down-clock transitions can
occur arbitrarily close to each other. Nevertheless, we
will provide an implementation that circumvents the
resulting metastability problems [28] by design.
Another problem is how to correctly generate the status signals GRo and GEQo (resp. GRe and GEQe ).
They should truly reflect the current counter value, at
least during times when they are used. We will specify the detailed properties that must be maintained by
5 Of course, glitches are forbidden as soon as this next tick has occurred.

In Section 5, we will introduce a suitable implementation of the +/− counters: Every counter consists of
two elastic pipelines [28], which can be seen as shift
registers for signal transitions. One is attached to the
remote clock signal, the other one is fed by the local
clock signal. They are fitted together at their ends via a
special Diff-Gate that removes “matching” transitions
as soon as they traveled through the pipelines. The status signals GRo , GEQo , GRe and GEQe are derived
from monitoring the last few stages of both pipes.
All details are provided in Sections 3 and 5.

A.2
A.2.1

Proofs
Synchronization Properties Proof (Theorem 4.7)

Lemma A.1. The first correct process that sends tick k +
o
1 > 0 by time t must do so via T HGEQ
if k ∈ Nodd and
e
T HGEQ if k ∈ Neven .
Proof. Let k ∈ Nodd and assume, for contradiction, that
the first correct process p does not send tick k + 1 via
o
(tk+1 ). The only other possibility to send tick
T HGEQ
o
number k + 1 is via T HGR
(tk+1 ). By Lemma 4.5, there
0
GR,k 0
exists a time tqi < tk+1 where Pp,q
(tqi ) holds simultanei
ously for at least f + 1 remote processes qi ∈ Q ⊆ P \ {p},
i.e., for at least one correct remote process q 6= p. For q,
bq (t0q ) > k must hold, too, because there cannot be more
messages received by p than there were sent by q, contradicting that p is the first correct process that sends tick k.
The proof for k + 1 ∈ Nodd is analogous.
Proof. We will show the properties Progress (P), Unforgeability (U) and Simultaneity (S) one after the other:
Progress (P): Assume that all correct processes (at least
2f +2) sent tick k ∈ Nodd by time t. Now focus on a correct
process p: If p has already sent tick k + 1 by time t, we are
done. If it has not, bp (t) = k must hold at p. Furthermore,
bqi (t) ≥ k must hold for at least 2f + 1 correct remote pro+
+
cesses qi ∈ Q ⊆ P \ {p}. By time t0 ≤ t + max(τrem
, τloc
)
all remote and local tick messages with number k must have
been received at p, resulting in rp,qi (t0 ) ≥ bqi (t) ≥ k and
s
s
(t0 ) > k. Be(t0 ) ≥ bp (t). Now assume that rp,q
rp,q
i
i
cause there cannot be more messages received by p than
there were sent by p, process p must have sent tick k + 1
s
(t0 ) = k.
by time t0 and we are done. So assume that rp,q
i
0
0
s
Then, rp,qi (t ) ≥ rp,qi (t ) = k must hold for at least 2f + 1
GEQ,k 00
(t ) must hold at
correct processes qi . Therefore, Pp,q
i
+
00
0
s
time t ≤ t + τDiff if still rp,qi (t00 ) = k (otherwise, p

must have sent tick k + 1 by t00 and we are done). This
causes at least 2f + 1 GEQop,qi − ↑ messages to be sent
+
by time t00 + τGEQ
. Thus p will send tick k + 1 by time
+
+
+
000
0
≤ t + T + . The proof for
t ≤ t + τDiff + τGEQ
+ τTH
k ∈ Neven is analogous.
Unforgeability (U): Let k ∈ Nodd and assume that a correct process p has sent tick k + 1 at time tk+1 , which can
o
o
only happen if T HGEQ
(tk+1 ) or T HGR
(tk+1 ) is active.
1. Assume that tick k + 1 was sent by process p because
o
o
T HGEQ
(tk+1 ) was active. Thus T HGEQ
− ↑ must
−
0
have been sent at time t ≤ tk+1 − τTH . Furthermore,
Lemma 4.5 (Interlocking) states that rp,qi (t00qi ) ≥
s
(t00qi ) = k ∧ sp,qi (t00qi ) = 1 must have been true
rp,q
i
−
at time t00qi ≤ t0 − τGEQ
for at least 2f + 1 remote processes qi . Among those, there must have been at least
f + 1 remote correct processes qj ∈ Q ⊆ P \ {p},
all of which must have sent tick k by time t000 ≤
−
−
−
−
.
− τGEQ
− τDiff
− τrem
tk+1 − τTH
2. Assume tick k + 1 was sent by process p because
o
T HGR
(tk+1 ) was active. By similar arguments as
GR,k 00
(tqi ) must have been true by time t00qi ≤
above, Pp,q
i
−
−
tk+1 − τTH − τGR
for at least f + 1 remote processes
qi , which include at least for one correct remote process q. Process q must have sent tick k + 1 at time
−
−
−
−
. Thus the Lemma
t000 ≤ tk+1 − τTH
− τGR
− τDiff
− τrem
can be applied again for q.
The proof for k ∈ Neven is similar. To summarize: If no
correct remote process q 6= p has sent tick k by time t, no
−
correct process p will send tick k + 1 by time t + τrem
+
−
−
−
τDiff + τGEQ + τTH . Since “no correct remote” process is
implied by “no correct” process, we are done.
Simultaneity (S): Let p be the first correct process to
send tick k ∈ Nodd at time tk . By Lemma A.1 it must
o
. Because of Lemma 4.5 (Interlocking),
do so via T HGEQ
−
−
GEQ,k−1 0
−τGEQ
(tqi ) must have held at time t0qi ≤ tk −τTH
Pp,qi
for at least 2f + 1 remote processes, and hence for at least
f + 1 correct remote processes q¯i ∈ Q ⊆ P \ {p}. Ev(1)
ery process q¯i must have sent tick k − 1 at time tq¯i ≤
−
−
−
−
− τrem
.
− τDiff
− τGEQ
tk − τTH
This, however, means that tick k − 1 from at least f +
1 correct remote processes q¯i will arrive at every correct
(2)
−
−
−
− τGEQ
− τDiff
+ ε. Thus,
process qj by time tqj ≤ tk − τTH
(2)

at all correct processes qj , rqj ,q¯i (tqj ) ≥ k − 1 must be true
for at least f + 1 processes and all qj will send tick k − 1 by
−
−
−
+
+
+
time t(3) ≤ tk − τTH
− τGEQ
− τDiff
+ ε + τDiff
+ τGR
+ τTH
if they have not already done so.
Assume that p is not the first correct process that sends
tick number k ∈ Nodd . Then there must be some process
which already sent tick k at time t− ≤ tk . Now the same
arguments can be applied for this process and all correct

−
−
processes will send tick k − 1 by time t(3),− ≤ t− − τTH
−
−
+
+
+
τGEQ − τDiff + ε + τDiff + τGR + τTH .
Finally, Progress (P) can be applied once, stating that all
−
correct processes must send tick k by time t(4) ≤ tk −τTH
−
−
−
+
+
+
+
τGEQ − τDiff + ε + τDiff + τGR + τTH + T .
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Figure 6. TS-Alg hardware implementation for a single node p

